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Let d(w; a, v) be the number of divisors of the Gaussian integer w which lie in 
the arithmetic progression a mod y, where the norm JY(a) <M(v). An asymptotic 
formula for the summatory function &v(oj<x d(o; a, y) is obtained. This is a 
generalization of the results of Smith-Subbarao and Nowak in the rational case. 
8 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d(n; 1, k) denote the number of divisors of the positive integer n 
which are congruent to 1 mod k and let 
D(x; 1, k) = c d(n; 1, k) 
l<n<x 
be the summatory function. R. A. Smith and M. V. Subbarao proved in [6] 
that 
D(x; I, k) = ; log x + Cx i O((kx)“3 d(k) log x) (1) 
(provided that I and k are coprime and k <x), where d(k) is the ordinary 
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divisor function, and C is a computable constant which depends on I 
and k. 
Formula (1) is non-trivial for k < XI/‘-~. 
This result was improved by W. G. Nowak [4] who proved the 
following. 
THEOREM. There exists a constant 9 < i such that 
D(x; 1, k) = ; log x + Cx + O( (x/k)‘) (2) 
holds uniformly in I, k, and x, provided that 1 6 k < x. 
The formula (2) is non-trivial for k ,< x1 -‘. 
The purpose of the present paper is to give a completely different method 
which allows one to obtain Nowak’s result. In our paper we show this 
method in the case of imaginary quadratic fields. For simplicity we shall 
consider the Gaussian field Q(i). 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULT 
Let a, y be Gaussian integers such that ./-(a) < A’(y), where J+/(O) is the 
norm of o. By d(o; a, y) we denote the number of divisors of the Gaussian 
integer o which lie in the arithmetic progression tl mod y. 
THEOREM. Let a, y be Gaussian integers. Then for any E > 0 and 
sufficiently large x the following formula holds: 
7?xlogx 
= N(y) + aa, Y) &+ u((X/Jw)Y’2+E) 
Here the O-constants do not depend on ~1, y, x provided M(y)ix’-“; 
9 < f a1 is a number of the form a + By (/I = 0, of: 1, f i) with the smallest 
norm (the constant C(a, y) is computable and depends on a and y, see also 
Lemma 3). 
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3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let Jo, 6 be the Gaussian rationals (6,, 6 E Q(i)) not necessarily integers 
and let m be a rational integer. Let 
zn(S> 4 44 = 1 
@ arg(6 + w) 
weZ[i] Jr/-“(s + ml ’ 
II i Tr(&w) 
o# -6 
for Re(s) > 1, where Tr(a) = 2 Re(cr). For 6 = &, = 0 and m = 4m, we get the 
well-known Hecke zetafunction Z,(s) with the Hecke character of the first 
kind with the exponent m, . 
LEMMA 1. Ifm # 0, then Zm(s, 6,6,) is an entire function. Zf m = 0, then 
for 6, not a Gaussian integer the function Z,,,(S, 6,6,) is entire; for m = 0 and 
6, a Gaussian integer, Z,,,(S, 6,6,) is holomorphic except at s = 1, where it 
has a simple pole with residue rc. 
The functional equation 
7csr y+s Z&,6,6,) ( ) 
=7c-(1ps)~(~+(l-s))Z,(1-s, -~0,6)e-“irr’66’ (4) 
holds in both cases. 
For the proof in case Z,,,(S, 0, 0), see [ 11. The proof in other cases is 
similar. 
COROLLARY. Zf 6 is not a Gaussian integer, then Z,(O, 6,6,,) = 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let 6~ Q(i) and O<Jlr(o)< 1. Then for O-CC< 4, T> 1, in a 
rectangle --E < Re(s) < 1 + E, 1 Im(s)l < T 
(s - 1)2 Z,(s) Z&, 6, 0) - c 
[ ( 
ermarg(g+8) 
/?EB J-“(S + B) >I 
=O((t’+ l)(t*+m*+ 1)((1+&)l(1+*&))(1+E--6)E-2), (5) 
where s = o + it and B denotes the set (0, + 1, +i} throughout. The 
O-constant does not depend on t, o, m, E, T. 
Proof The function 
F(s) = (s - 1)2 [ ( Z,(s) ZJS, 6, 0) - c 
,im arg(d + 8) 
p&IJv~+8) )I 
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is analytic in the rectangle R, so by the Phragmen-Lindelbf theorem (see 
[S] or [7]) it is sufficient to estimate F(s) on the vertical sides of R. If 
Re(s) = 1 + E, then 
(r(n) denotes the number of representations of a natural number n as a sum 
of two squares of rational integers). Moreover, 
<2 c 1 ,-,+c(,)=o 1 




If Re(s) = -E, then by applying the functional equations for Z,(s) and 
Z,,,(S, 6,O) (formula (4)) and the Stirling formula for the gamma function, 
we get 
From (6) and (7) we obtain (5). 
LEMMA 3. Let 6 be a Gaussian rational, Jlr (6) > 1. Then Z,(s, 6,O) = 
(x/s- l)+a,(6)+a,(6)(s- l)+ ... , where 
IKE + 4L’( 1, x4) lj- 6=0, ad@ = 
nE+4L’(l, x4)+ c 
1 
,..Jw+m 
+ h,(@ if d#O; 
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E is the Euler constant, x4 is the non-principal Dirichlet character mod 4, 
b,(6) is bounded by an absolute constant, and 
b,(6)= -4+ C N;,fz;T;)= -4+0(./V-“*(S)). 
-(r(B) 2 * 
Proof If S = 0, then by Z,(s, 0,O) = Z,(S) = 4l(s) L(s, x4) we have 
a,(6) = nE + 4L’( 1, x4). 
For 6 # 0 residue of Z,(s, 6,O) at s = 1 does not depend on 6, so 
ad@ - adO) 
= JEo CZo(s9 4 0) - Z,(s, 0,011 
Finally, let us note that 
JIB) - 4s + 8) C ISllbl 
J-(B) -wg + PI G Jw) Jw + PI = o((Jv”(s))“* (.Aq/f?))-“‘“) 
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Let us consider the Dirichlet series 
where Re(s) > 1. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that the functionf(s) is analytic in the complex 
plane except at the point s = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let s=ofit, -2 < a 6 2, and let r he a complex number 







where M is a positiue number. Then there exists a constant h > 0 such that 
for 1st > h 
where 
where A is such that in Re(s) > A there are no singularities of the integrand. 
Moreover, if arg z = arg s, then 
f(s)= 1 Jv”-yw)r* 
w 
oEa(mody) 
.V(w) c u 
xl- ( 1 -s, 
c ,-niTr(aoJ/y) NJ- l(o) 
.V(o”, =s v 
RN(co) T-l 
> “N-“*(y) ’ 
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where 
x 1+ [JIm(z)(‘“-c, ( 
IZI -l 
1 Im(z)( 1/2 I) ) 
and 
I= 
1 if lZl<lzl 
0 if JZl>(z( 
(c,, c2 are absolute positive constants, the O-constants do not depend on s, z, 
Y, Q? m 
This is a special case of Lavrik’s theorem on functional equations for the 
Dirichlet functions [2]. For this it is sufficient to consider the Dirichlet 
series 
where 
f(s)= F arm-‘, q(s)= f bnnPs, 
?I=1 n=l 
a, = c 1, 
wsa(mody) 
bn=j&exp( -niTry), (11) 
N(o) = n 
and to note that 
A”T(s)f(s)=r/A’-“T(l-s)cp(l-s) 
with 
A = i .P2(y), ty = ./v”‘(y). 




o E a(mod y ~Vl’~+~‘(y) r($+ it) 
~N(W)GMN(y)lslh 
with independent O-constants. 
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Proof: We use Lemma 4 with arg T = arg s. For s = f + it we have 
x ,.z,,,exp( -niTr~).*“-1’2+‘i(~) 
+o 
I’(O) 6 u 
)I 
+ O(U-“+2+ VpM+2). (13) 
We split the interval of summation N(w) d lJ into three parts: 
1 $ J(/c(o) < *N “^‘(Y) t JWY) t 2Jv(y) t 
’ 2c, ITI ’ 2c, 171 
< uv”(o) 6 
c3 ITI ’ 
2JV(y) t 
c3 ITI 
< -V( 0) < u. 
In the same way we split the interval M(o) < V. Then for the third and the 
fourth terms of the sum (13) we have 
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(here u1 = .K”‘(r) t/2c, (z I) 
x2,1 d- c (=j)“2~4&))r Jlr1’2(Y) “V(W)<“, J(r”*(Y ItI-’ I/* 
x N”*(y) ( > 
x2,34 l -“,~~w)~“(~)“2$2 ;:‘;g) J@‘*(Y) 
~ %/v”*(y) l’* 
( ) ITI-’ (log v/Jlr1’2(y). 
(16) 
In the sum x1, 2 we split the interval of summation into O(log ul) 
following parts 
224,(1 -2jt-1’2)<fl~2u,(l-2j-1t1’2), j>O 
2u,(l-t-“*)<n<2u,(l+t-“*), 
2u,(l+2j-‘t-“*)<,<2u1(l+2’t-“2), j>O. 
Note that summing up over each of these intervals gives no more than 
IZJ ‘I2 
(  > Jlrl’*b 1 
t-1/*2-j”y”2(Y) ‘2jt- 
IT I  
“2”v -l(y) 
(z( ‘I2 
= &N-“*(y) ( > 
N-“‘(y). 
Hence 
x1,*4 J-& 1’2~-‘/*(7)logU 
( > 
and analogously 




If we take (z 1 = J-“*(y), then it follows from (13~( 18) that 
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X c 
.V(w) 4 " 
exp (-ziTr y) Jv-l~2+"(0) 
+ o(N-"2(y) log(W)) 
+O(Ifl-"+2), 
where the O-constants do not depend on t, y, a. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 





Res= l/2 Li 
with the O-constant depending only on E. 
(19) 
Proojl Let E be a positive number such that 0 <E < $. If we put 








Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2, it is easy to see that on the line 




I, = O(J’-‘(y) T;+‘E-‘)= O(J#‘-~+~“(~) E-~). (21) 
Estimations of I,, Z, are similar. We shall estimate Z2. By (12) from 
Lemma 5 we get 
Z, 4s; / c 
w s or(y) 
-v”II’(w)12 dt 
.4-(y) < N(o) d ” 
1 = 
- 
+ J-(Y) 1 I 
C exp(-niTry) 
*o .AT(O)L Y 
x ” W/2+@)12dr+ TJV-‘(~)I~~~(MTN(~))+ TgMt3. (22) 
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The integrals on the right-hand side of (22) can be estimated by the general 
scheme of the estimation of the mean values of the Dirichlet series (see, for 
example, [3, Chapt. 6 and 73). Hence, using the notations (11) we get 
where 
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But it follows from 
r*(n) 
’ n 
- $ log* V, <log* T 
” < r’s 
that 
SO 
I, < &j((TJ%‘))*+log2(MTJ(I-(y))+ Tc~+~). (24) 
The assertion of the lemma follows from (17) and (24) if we put 
M=3+ l/E. 
LEMMA 7. Let x > 1 be a real number and let a, y be Gaussian integers 
such that 0 < N(a) < N(y) < x. Then each interval [y - A’(y), y + k’(y)] 
with 0 < y < x contains 0( (x/.N(y))l’* x’) Gaussian integers of the form 
(a + fly) b, where 8, 6 are Gaussian integers, /? #O, +_ 1, f i, and E is a 
positive number. 
Proof: Let O<y$x and let o=(a+/?y)6 with fl#O, +_l, +_i and 
) y - N(o)l < N(y). 
Note that for any such b there are 0(x”) values of 6 such that for 
w=(a+py)6 
I Y - J”(,)I G-b’(Y). (*) 
In fact, if o0 = (a + By) 6,, satisfies (*) and o = (a + by) 6 satisfies (*), 
then JV(~)=JV(S,). Therefore, if M(p)+ (x/M(y))“*, then there are 
O((x/~V(y))i’* xE) corresponding values of CD. If <.Y(/3) b (~/,V(Y))‘/~, then 
X((a + fly) 6) < x * Jq?yS) < x * Jv(6) 
6 x/J-(r) Jw) 6 (x/-WY))“‘. 
Since for any value of 6 there are 0(x’) corresponding values of /I, we get 
the assertion of Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. Let a, b be complex-valued functions on the Gaussian integers. 
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d(w)= 1 1, 93(w)= c 1 
6 6 
a(a) = w  b(6)=o 
and let .02(o), B(w) < (N(w))~. Let for a, y E Z[i] 
fP) = C f(w; a, YYJWW), 
w 
where Re(s) > 1. 
Thenfor c> 1+3~, T> 1,1 <N(y)<x 
C f(wa, F(s) - C (=@(a + Pr VW + fir)) 
N(o)<x BEB 
xCd(w)/Ns(w) 
0 1 $ds+ 1 g(a+By)xzZ(o) BEB R 
+ O((X~‘*~/T(C- 1)‘) mini 1, x1/*/g3/*}) 
+ O((x “*+‘/gl’*) log T), (25) 
whereg=N(y) andSZ= {o:~V(w)<x/N(a+/?y)). 
ProoJ The case g < x’13 is easy, so we consider only the case g>x113. 
If we put 
where p(w) = 1, = olo2/02=a+py/BEBdB(W1) ~(d, we obtain 
C fbww)= C f*( w; a, Y I+ c @a + BY 1 c d(w). (26) 
No) G x “Y(W) s x B R 
For Re(s) > 1 we have 
It follows from the well-known relation 
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that 
xc N~)lJv~)) - 1 f*(o; a, y)/P(o) f ds 
a1 .x-g<.4’(w)~.Y+g 1 
+O c + f*(o; a, y)X'/TN"(W)( log-L . 
.4*‘(W)sX-g “Y(O) 
(27) 
By Lemma 7 we get 
c f*(o; a, y) G-x2& c 
XlI2+3E 
l=O - 






= o(x”2+3&g--‘21Og T). (28 1 
Let us note that by Lemma 7 
C f*(w; a, y) = O(x”2 +3E/g1’2). 
r-gc.Y(o)<* 
It follows from (27), (28), (29) that 
C f*(w 6 Y) 
.4~(o)<x 
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where 
d*(o;a,y)= c 1. 
510 
6=or+gY 
Nun P 2 
We split the last sum on the right-hand side of (30) into three parts 
Jvo) <x/2, x/2 < N(0) <2x, N(o) > 2.x. 
We have 
c + c 
N(o)<.+ dv(o) > 2x 
=o xc c r(a) 
T&-‘-“(y) w  A’+c-2E(co) 
= O(x’/TA’-‘-“(y)(c- 1)2) = O(x’/TN’-“(y) . 
Let us consider the set 
Let w, be a number from J with a smallest norm such that 
d*(o,; a, y) #O; by o2 we denote a number from J with a smallest norm 
such that .N(cB,) - A’“(or) > N(y) and d*(m2, a, y) #O. The numbers 
03, 04, -.., are defined analogously. We get wr , 02, . . . . ok E J, where 
k = 0(x/N(y)). For each q there exist O(x1’2+C/g”2) numbers from J such 
that d*(w; a, y) # 0. If 
d*(w a, Y) # 0, 
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then 
with some suitable absolute positive constants cl, c2. We have 
c X(‘+2ed*(ul; c1, y)/TN’(o)(log x/.N(o)( 
(0 E J 
=o (x 
( 
c+3v2+E/TXcg1’2) i ~1/l0g(x/Jlr(w,)~ 
j=l 




Hence, (25) follows from (26), (30), and (31). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 8. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We use Lemma 8 with a(w)=b(w)=w. Then &(w)=B(w) = 1, 
f(o; a, y) = d(w; a, y), and C, &(o)/NS(o) = Z,(s). For Re(s) > 1 we have 
-J-Z,(s)Z, s,;,o =~(l/,~“(o))~l/~“(a+wy) 
J”“(Y) ( > (0 OJ 
= c d(0; cc, y)/N”(w). 
<” 
Hence, by (25) 
c d(w;a,y)=~ 
.l(W)4X r”i’zOw[zO(+) 2Xi c-iT 
+ O((x 1’2+E/g1’2)log T). (32) 
To deal with the integral in (32) we move the segment of integration to 
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Re(s) = 4 and we take c = 1 + 3.5. By Cauchy’s residue theorem, Lemma 1 
with corollary and Lemma 2 we get 
+ o(x1+3”/T.Aqy)) + o((x/N(y))“* zy. 
(33) 
Applying Cauchy’s inequality to the integral in (33) we get 
/i 
112 + iT 
I= 




1’2+ir p-&)(2 fy’ 
l/2 - iT 
x(~l~~‘~~~~Z~(~,~,0)-~~-~(a+~y)~2~)1’2. 
From Z,(S) = 4[(s) L(s, x4) we get 
“2+i’,z,(,,,2~~(~~,i(~),4~)“2 
l/2 - iT 1 
l/2 
X 4Iog'T 
(we use the estimations of the mean value of the fourth moments of T(S), 
Us, x4), see C31). 
Moreover, by Lemma 6 
l/2 + iT 
J I 1 -Z. s,i,O -C-N-‘(a+fly) pT’JY-l+“(y). ( > 2dr l/2 - iT N’(y) B 
Therefore 
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We put 
T= 
xv2 if A*(y) < x’13, 
x1 +4”/.fv-(y) if M(y) > x’j3. 
x (x/N(y))” (l/s) + 1 1 1 1 + o(x1’2+2E/“~,-1’2(y)). (34) 
B R 
Let us consider the sum CB Ca 1. Let a1 be a number of the form 
a + j?y(fi E B) with a smallest norm. Then for other numbers a + By we have 
Jlr(cr + /?y) 4 N(y). Therefore 
Ts 1 =nxC l/~(a+Br)+O((x/,~‘(a,))“). 
B 
(35) 
Let us note that 
Re,= 1 s Z,(s) 1 xS/s.NS(a + fly)) = 7rx c l/Jlr(a + By). (36) 
B B 
The assertion of the theorem follows from (8), (9), (34), (35), and (36). 
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